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Keppel’s Vision 2030
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ENERGY & ENVIRONMENT URBAN DEVELOPMENT

CONNECTIVITY ASSET MANAGEMENT

Four segments, all part of a connected value chain,
collaborating and harnessing synergies as OneKeppel

ransforming from a 
conglomerate of diverse parts 
into one integrated business 

providing solutions for 
sustainable urbanisation with 
an asset management arm to 

tap third party funds for 
growth and provide a platform 

for capital recycling.

T



Sustainability at the Core of Our Strategy
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Making sustainability our business
• Guide our portfolio towards sustainable 

urbanisation solutions 
• Seize opportunities in renewables, 

green developments, new energy 
solutions, green data centres etc.

• Help communities and companies 
achieve sustainability goals with the 
solutions we provide

• Grow renewable energy portfolio to 
7GW by 2030

Running our business sustainably 
• Set measurable targets to reduce 

carbon emissions, water and waste 
intensity

• Include environmental sustainability in 
performance appraisal of senior 
management across the Group

• Apply shadow carbon pricing for major 
investment decisions

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 



The Keppel Difference 
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An integrated business providing end-to-end solutions for sustainable urbanisation
with multiple income streams across the value chain

Income Streams
Development for Sale
- Sale of equipment & 
products
- Sale of development units 
- Sale of tech-packs

Recurring Income
- Fee-based income

Capital Recycling
- Capital gains
- Recycling & reinvesting 
capital for higher returns

EPC/For Sale

Stabilise & 
Monetise REITs & TrustOperate & 

Maintain

Design & Build

Private funds



A Connected Value Chain 
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i Market premium over Keppel’s carrying value of 
KDCREIT units held as at 31 December 2020

S$1,139m
TOTAL VALUE CREATED

S$598m

S$541m

Cumulative 
data centre-related 

earnings

Market premium over 
Keppel DC REIT unitsi

By Keppel’s data centre
business from 2014–2020 

Asset monetisation
Revaluation & divestment gains

Asset creation
Project-based income 
Recurring income

Operation & maintenance
Recurring income

Asset management 
Operation & maintenance
Recurring income

Private Funds

Keppel DC REIT
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About Keppel’s Data Centre Business

Over 16 years of experience 
in data centre design, build, 
operation and maintenance

27 data centresi globally with 
rapidly expanding footprint 
across Asia and Europe

Leverage expertise of the 
Group to deliver solutions for
sustainable urbanisation

Industry leader in innovation to 
drive decarbonisation and the 
proposed floating data centre park 

i including those under development
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Global Portfolio – Asia Pacific & Europe

27 Data centres

10 Countries

>3m Square feet of 
net leasable area

~S$4b Combined 
portfolio value

*Updated as of Feb 2021

Targeted growth
markets
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Connectivity Infrastructure
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The Interconnected World Today
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Exponential Growth in Data Creation

Sources: 1. Danseb Consulting (formerly Broadgroup Consulting) Dec 2020; 2. CBRE Nov 2020;3. Gartner Oct 2020; 4. Synergy Research Dec 2020; 5. Ericsson Nov 2020
Compiled by Keppel DC REIT CITIC CLSA ASEAN Access Month: Digitising ASEAN Mar 2021

Strong and resilient data centre demand 
• Global colocation market grew by 15% in 2020 amid the pandemic, 

as data centres continued to be seen as critical infrastructure1

• Expected to record a further 14% yoy growth in 2021 as businesses 
continue to remain reliant on the cloud for remote collaboration and 
operations2

• End-user spending on global data centre infrastructure is forecasted 
to grow 6% yoy in 2021 and through 20243

APAC data centre spending to 
surpass US$35b by 2024 to 
account for >35% of global market1

European data centre market to 
grow by >40% to over US$25b by 
2024, despite limited new supply1

>70% of all hyperscale data 
centres are located in facilities that 
are leased or owned by partners4

Enterprise spending on cloud 
infrastructure expected to grow by 
22%2 CAGR over next 5 years 

Smartphone subscription estimated 
at 6.1b as at end-2020 and 
forecasted to reach 7.5b in 20265

5G subscriptions are expected to 
reach 3.5b in 2026, and account for 
an estimated 54% of total mobile 
data5
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Singapore is 
well placed for 

data centre
growth

Source: Arcadis Data Centre Location Index 2021
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Singapore is well placed for data centre growth

2021 data centre – global market comparison
Singapore takes 5th place  

Source: Cushman & Wakefield 
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Climate Awareness

Exploring green 
energy options

Renewable 
energy

Clean H2 
power

Global tech’s 
green ambitions

Carbon constraints & 
limited renewables

95% of fuel-mix from NG

110,000 tonnes CO2 /yr
for each 30MW data centre

Growth in
local data centres

2015:  240MW (est)

2020:  500MW (est)

2022:  700MW (est)

2030:  1200MW ?
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Maximise land use

Explore high rise data centres

Explore underground data 
centres

Explore floating data centres

Optimise for better 
performance

Explore tropical data centres

Explore using cold energy from 
LNG 

Explore seawater cooling

Access green power

Explore renewable energy 

Explore hydrogen power

Keppel Data Centre’s Sustainability Thrust
Constantly innovate and challenge the thinking
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Where are We Now?
History of continual innovation 
for efficient data centres

High rise green data centres

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY:
Lower PUE
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Green Energy Sources

Long term: Establishing a hydrogen supply chain in Singapore

H2 production from 
renewable utilities

Processing 
for export

Sea 
transport

Processing at 
receiving end

Power generation / 
consumption

Midstream DownstreamUpstream

Explore importation of hydrogen, renewable energy, and pioneer decarbonisation technologies

Short term:
Green energy import 
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Floating Data Centre

Representative Image

Representative Image

Creating new spaces, breaking new frontiers
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Green Data Centre Park 

A future-oriented data centre cluster 
Consisting landed and floating data centres

Economies-of-scale shared facilities 
For machines and people 

Powered by green energy, zero-carbon 
Innovated for efficiency and sustainability 

Putting Future Oriented Ideas into Reality
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Questions & Answers 



This presentation may contain forward-looking statements which are subject to 
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from 
such statements. Such risks and uncertainties include those arising from
COVID-19, industry and economic conditions, competition, and legal, 
governmental and regulatory changes. The forward-looking statements reflect 
the current views of Management on future trends and developments.
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